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DELUXE BOOK AND DVD COLLECTION
11 COMPLETE OPERAS ON 10 DVDS
The partnership of W S Gilbert and Arthur Sullivan produced a
collection of the most best loved and (still!) oft performed comic
operas in the history of theatre.
Here is the story of each of G&S’s greatest works- from inspiration to
opening night and beyond- woven into a fascinating account of their
lives, times and the giddy rise to global celebrity. The book features
many rare photos and a dazzling selection of illustrations from
contemporary posters, programmes, memorabilia and merchandise
The DVDs feature a cast of award-winning stars including
Peter Allen, Joel Grey, Frankie Howard, Gillian Knight, Keith
Michell, Vincent Price and Clive Revill in:

BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION:

The Gondoliers | HMS Pinafore | Iolanthe | The Mikado

Format: 270 x 270 mm Hardback Book
Extent: 112 pages
Illustrations: 100 colour and mono photographs
Text: 20,000 words
ISBN: 978-1-912918-37-9
RRP: £39.99
PUBLICATION DATE: October 2020

Patience | The Pirates of Penzance | Princess Ida | Ruddigore
The Sorcerer | Trial by Jury | The Yeoman of the Guard.
Music by the London Symphony Orchestra
and The Ambrosian Opera Chorus.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Mike Lepine is a Sunday Times No1 best-selling author. He has written some thirty-five books and has been published
throughout the world from America to Finland, and from France to Japan. He has also worked extensively in television in
programming as diverse as the arts, consumer rights and comedy. For many years the Editor of the Aviation & Military Video Club,
Mike was instrumental with DD Home Entertainment in bringing much rare archival film footage to the public for the very first time.
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a star over lambeth
‘…incomparably the greatest English musician of the age.’
W.S. Gilbert

A

rthur Seymour Sullivan fiercely
hated his own name. From
an early age he feared that his
initials would rob him of any
dignity and lay him open to abuse and wise
cracks. Naming him thus was just about the
only inconsiderate thing his parents ever did.
Otherwise they doted on him.
Born in Lambeth, in south London on 13 May
1842, the second of two boys, Sullivan’s home at 8
Bowell Terrace was tiny. There were no servants
and if the family wished to go anywhere they were
forced to walk for lack of money.
Sullivan’s father, Thomas, had been born in
Ireland. His mother, Mary Clementina, was
also of Irish descent, mixed with some Italian.
He loved both his parents, but perhaps most
especially his mother. The distinguished actor Sir
Henry Lytton later wrote of them
‘I believe there was never a more affectionate tie
than that which existed between (Sullivan) and his
mother, a very witty old lady, and one who took an
exceptional pride in her son’s accomplishments.’
Money was always tight in the Sullivan
household. Things became so bad during
Sullivan’s infancy that his mother was forced to
go out to work – a thing of great shame. Thomas
earned only one guinea a week playing first
clarinet in the orchestra at the Surrey Theatre,
much of which went on rent. Even when, three
years later, he became bandmaster at the Royal

Military College, the pay was so poor that he
needed to give private music lessons to survive.
The family moved to Sandhurst and the young
Arthur would be sent to boarding school in
London at age eight. Sullivan’s parents did not
encourage the boy to pursue a musical career for
fear of eventual financial ruin. Instead they tried
to inculcate a love of chemistry. It failed to take.
His enthusiasm for music, however, was simply
overwhelming. He later recalled
‘When I was no more than four or five years old, it
became perfectly clear that my career in life must
be music and nothing else.’
By four, Sullivan had mastered
the piano. As he recalled in his
memoirs
‘I was intensely interested in all (my father’s) band
did, and learned to play every wind instrument,
with which I formed not merely a passing
acquaintance, but a real, life-long, intimate
friendship. ..I learned in the best possible way
how to write for an orchestra.’
Sullivan mastered all the instruments in the band
by the age of eight, personally tutored by the band
members after pestering and charming them into
compliance in equal measures (He was rather a
sweet little boy.) He composed his first anthem –
By the Waters of Babylon - when he was just eight
years old.
In 1854, Sullivan got it into his head that he

wanted to be a soloist in the boys’ choir of the
prestigious Chapel Royal, which performed at
state occasions and at services held in the royal
palaces. ‘It means everything to me,’ he pleaded.
Despite money problems, his parents consented
and he joined the choir during Easter Week, 1854.
Sullivan then went to live at the home of one of
his teachers, the Reverend Thomas Helmore, at
Cheyne Walk in Chelsea, composing in secret
under the blankets at night and fearing being
caned by Helmore if he should discover him.
Despite composing under the blankets being
apparently considered a great sin worthy of a
public thrashing, it was Helmore who encouraged
Sullivan and helped him to have his first proper
work – ‘O Israel’, published in 1855. There was
most definitely something about Sullivan he liked
– and he was not alone.
Sullivan had always been a feminine, somewhat
delicate, slight and fragile child with an appealing
mop of curly black hair, big dark eyes and no little
twinkling charm. He remained very much the
same as a teen. Motherly, protective women liked
to take him to their bosom. Men enjoyed patting
his head and giving him things. When the Bishop
of London first heard ‘0 Israel’ he had the young
Sullivan sent for, patted his head and gave him
ten shillings. The Duke of Wellington also gave
him an enthusiastic pat on the head and half a
guinea after hearing him sing and Prince Albert
once rewarded him with a half sovereign. He
was not so popular with street urchins, however,
who regularly chased him through the streets of
London for wearing his sissy choir outfit...
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Such a Bright Young Thing

Cox and Box

At the tender age of nineteen, Arthur Sullivan
had been blissfully fully aware of the interest
and faith being shown in him. Everyone who
was anyone was talking about the Tempest and
he was invited everywhere. He met Disraeli,
who asked him about the process of composing.
Gladstone asked him the same question, and
also sang a duet with him. He even joined the
royals on occasions, showing himself up with
his inability to ride or to shoot straight, but
smoothing everything by writing marches
and Te Deums for them and secretly correcting
mistakes in Prince Albert’s compositions. He
proved good company for the exiled Napoleon III.
He knew the Kaiser and Prince Henry of Prussia
personally and said ‘we chummed together’ of

In 1866, Sullivan’s friend Francis Cowley
Burnand asked him for a favour. Could he score
the music for a burlesque libretto Burnand had
written for an amateur music co mpany? And
could he do it for nothing please? Surprisingly,
despite being one of Britain’s foremost
composers, Sullivan agreed.

his relationship with Prince Leopold. In 1865,
he was initiated into the Freemasons and later
was to become their Grand Organist in England.
Sullivan was proving himself a formidable and
first rate social climber.
In the 1860s, Sullivan composed his first ballet,
L’Île Enchantée, his Irish Symphony, the Cello
Concerto and Marmion (an overture) . He edited
hymnals. When he was free he composed. His
songs, like O Mistress Mine and The Willow Song
he sold all rights to, letting publishers own them
for between five and ten guineas a song. When he
learned how much they were making from them
however, he soon started demanding royalties
instead. This improved his financial position
considerably. For a naturally lazy man, he was
extraordinarily busy.
Following the success of an all-Sullivan concert
at the Crystal Palace, Sullivan was commissioned
by the Committee of the Norwich Festival to
write a work with a deadline of October 1866.
For months he could not come up with a single
solitary idea for the piece. Then his father died.
Sullivan greatly loved his father and his death
was a crushing blow. In the company of his now
widowed mother, he determined to keep strong
but in private he wept. To help diminish his pain,
he started to work once more and his work became
a loving tribute to his father. In Memoriam was
first performed at the Norwich Festival on 30
October 1866 and proved a sensation. It was just
what Victorian Britain liked

The burlesque was Cox and Box. It was a hit
out of all proportion and made a lot of money
for charity. Gilbert himself saw the show and
reviewed it, saying that the music was better than
the libretto. Sullivan had hit upon something,
entirely by accident. Eager to pursue their good
fortune, Burnand and Sullivan offered their
next project together, a comic opera called
The Contrabandista to the impresario Thomas
German Reed. Despite Sullivan telling his mother
that it was ‘…a capital little opera…which I am
sure will be a success.’, it flopped. Hard and heavy.
Sullivan swiftly went back to serious and religious
music and determined to put the world of comedy
behind him.
In 1868, Sullivan composed the part song The Long
Day Closes, which remains popular at funerals
today. He produced his first short Oratorio, The
Prodigal Son, in 1869. It was given in Worcester
Cathedral as part of the Three Choirs Festival and
was to be his last major work of the 1860s.
Whenever he could, he took time out in the
continent to indulge his two favourite passions
– gambling and whoring. Despite calling Paris a
‘beastly hole’ he was very attracted to it…
Everything was going splendidly – and then he fell
in love.
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sorcerer
1877

a two act opera
Alex is a radical young man on the threshold of marriage

‘…fulfilled the most sanguine anticipations.

who believes that love can conquer anything – even class

The Daily News

distinctions. To prove this he commissions a love potion
which makes men and women fall in love with the first

‘…one of the best entertainments of the kind that has yet been

person they see, regardless of social status – and tries

placed on the stage…’

it out on the splendidly conventional English village of

Reynolds’s Newspaper

Ploverleigh. Of course, it all goes hilariously wrong
resulting in a number of grossly mismatched couples and
more than a little heartache for Alex.

‘a real success…of singular merit’
The Graphic

Gilbert found his inspiration for the new commission

‘…a very amusing work…’

in an old Christmas story he had once written called An

Lloyd’s Weekly

Elixir Of Love.
Figaro was foremost amongst the few dissenting voices,
The Sorcerer opened in London’s Opera Comique at 299

sneering that The Sorcerer could have been created ‘by

The Strand on 17 November 1877 – just over two weeks

any theatrical conductor engaged at a few pounds a week’

late on account of late delivery and casting difficulties.

and scolding Sullivan for wasting such music talents as

The venue was not popular with theatregoers (Jessie Bond

he had on something as lowbrow and vulgar as comic

once described it as ‘a mean theatre in a scummy area.’) The

opera. A minor row also blew up at the depiction of the

Sorcerer was also not fully finished. Sullivan had not

clergyman, with both Lewis Carroll and the monthly

had sufficient time to write an overture and desperately

Musical Record objecting to the lack of respect shown to

cobbled together some bits of old material while Gilbert,

such an important figure. ‘The Pale Young Curate’, with its

acting as director, was still making big cuts and changes

charming music, is to me simply painful,’ Carroll opined.

the day before opening night. He also completely cut
three songs ‘Oh, Why Art Thou Sad, My Mother?’, ‘Have

The Sorcerer ran for a total of 175 performances, which

Faith in Me’ and ‘In Days Gone By, These Eyes Were Bright’.

by contemporary standards made it a hit. Significant
revisions were made to the end of Act One and the

Nevertheless, on opening night, an enthusiastic

beginning of Act Two, and a proper overture installed.

audience called for – and got – no fewer than four

A touring company took the production around Britain

encores. The Sorcerer was largely well received by the

– and both the Americans and Australians were quick to

critics, many of whom were particularly impressed –

produce their own unauthorised versions once again. It

once again - by the way Gilbert’s words and Sullivan’s

even played brazenly right on Broadway, with no-one in

music blended together so well. The Times thought it

England seeing a cent of royalties.

was ‘natural’ and the work a ‘genuine success’, while the
Pall Mall Gazette praised ‘a well-assorted union between

The Sorcerer is regarded as one of Gilbert & Sullivan’s

dramatic poet and musical composer.’

less bankable works today, partly due to modern

‘(Mr. Gilbert has a )remarkable facility in writing fanciful

gibes and pokes at the conventions of Opera prevalent

audiences being largely unable to understand Gilbert’s
and witty dialogue; and the lively flow of Mr. Sullivan’s music,

at the time or unfamiliar with the strict conventions

always tuneful, bright, and sparkling, and frequently reaching

surrounding Victorian love and marriage.

a very high standard of excellence, could hardly fail to please’
– The Era

